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hands on a miracle

maternity & newborn portraiture
STUDIO (BY APPOINTMENT ONLY)

163 Whitby Shores Greenway
Whitby ON L1N 9P6
PHONE

905.391.3292

Funny Face Photography specializes in capturing that ripe, round belly and intense
emotion that comes along with pregnancy. Our “hands on a miracle” series of
maternity and infant photography can be an intimate, personal reflection, or a
sweet reminder of who you were before your life changed forever.
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When is the best time to book my maternity photo session?
For most mommies-to-be, any time between 28-36 weeks seems to be the ideal
time to capture you in your pregnant glory. Try not to wait until the very end as
you may be uncomfortable, and we don’t want to miss your photo shoot if baby
decides to make an appearance early! Gals expecting more than one bundle of
joy may wish to book sooner rather than later.

EMAIL

sandra@funnyfacephotography.ca
GALLERY

www.funnyfacephotography.ca
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What should I wear?
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Ah, the age-old question! You and your belly are the stars of the show! Shirts
and dresses should flatter and show off your baby bump. Any form fitting tops
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(t-shirts, tank tops or tube tops) that are snug around the top will accentuate
the shape of your belly.
Great studio session add-ons include a button-down shirt, long sleeved cardigan
or sweater, bandeau top / strapless bra, and a form-fitting dress. If you can slide
your legs into your pre-pregnancy jeans (i.e., with them unzipped), feel free to
bring them along.
When in doubt, just bring a few options along with you and I will assist you in
wardrobe selection. It is most important to bring outfits that you feel
comfortable and confident in. Try to avoid “frumpy” clothes as you want to look
your best!
Try not to wear anything so constrictive that it will leave pressure marks or
indentations on your skin (too tight pants, bra bands, or socks). Rolling down
the band of your maternity pants an hour or two before the session will help!
I will photograph you in as much or as little clothing as you wish, depending on
your comfort level and will have a selection of fabrics on hand in the studio for
artistic ‘draping’. These are perfect for natural, simple maternity portraits.
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what to wear, continued

hands on a miracle

A robe can also be a good addition in between poses.

maternity & newborn portraiture
frequently asked questions
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For warmer weather outdoor sessions, bright, stylish clothing looks great with
natural sunlight, and scarves or other accessories can add nice texture.
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Feel free to also bring along any special items that you may want included in
your photographs - copies of your ultrasound, baby shoes or heirloom baby gifts
can become personal props.
What about grooming?
A bit of moisturizer on your elbows or knees (any other dry spots) is great, but
do not put any onto your belly. The cream will make the skin shiny and will
create a less-than-flattering glare from the flash in the photos.
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Your hands will be noticeable in the portraits (the session is aptly called ‘hands
on a miracle’ after all), Neat, trimmed nails and moisturized hands always look
=great.
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Make up should be natural - the way you would normally wear it. Feel free to
bring any makeup along with you for touch-ups, especially face powder to keep
shiny spots at bay as it can get warm under the studio strobe lighting.
How long will the session take?
Most sessions last about an hour. This allows for wardrobe changes and a
variety of backdrops to capture a number of images. Portraits may be of you
alone, or of course you are free to include your partner or children, as you wish.
Including loved ones in your maternity photos will add to the length of your
session, but will also add emotion to your photographs.
What if I have stretch marks / a ‘hairy belly’ / mark from my
belly button ring or other scarring?
Stretch marks and other “imperfections” are all part of pregnancy and to be
expected. My policy is to digitally remove or soften any mark that was never
intended to be permanent. That goes for hormone-induced facial blemishes as
well.
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What’s your best advice?
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Just relax... this is meant to be an enjoyable, stress-free experience to focus on
*you* and capture the excitement of your pregnancy. It is a very personal
experience and I will use the utmost discretion and ensure your comfort at all
times. The session is very relaxed and there’s no set plan. Together we will
capture what feels comfortable to you.
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When should I start thinking about newborn portraits?
Now... The best time to plan a newborn session is well before your baby
arrives. Tiny fingers, tiny toes. Little packages of perfection. I will capture the
tiniest gurgles, peaceful expressions and even cries from the first few weeks of
your baby’s life with a continuation of the ‘hands on a miracle’ portrait series.
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These moments are fleeting.
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Within the first two weeks of baby’s life (ideally somewhere around 5 days old
for a full-term newborn), baby will still curl up and sleep through poses. As any
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parent knows, babies grow fast! Try not to put off scheduling your newborn
photo session until it’s too late.
What can I expect from an infant session?
Newborn sessions can either focus exclusively on the baby, or be a poignant
reflection of your new family, with mom, dad or siblings included in the portraits.
I can assist you with wardrobe selection, while baby is best photographed in his/
her naturally perfect outfit - the birthday suit. We do our best to photograph
your newborn while they are sleeping, with full bellies and dry bums!
The studio is in in my smoke-free, pet-free home and features an adjacent play
room where any adoring siblings can be amused until it’s time for their casting
call. There is ample seating available for you to get comfortable and relax.
There is no worry of being rushed through a newborn session. These things
take time and we will take all the breaks we need for feeding or changing. Please
bring along your well-stocked bag with extra wipes, burp cloths and your own
swaddling blankets. I will have many of these items on hand, but you may prefer
your own.
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As with all of our sessions, within a few weeks your proofs will be posted to an
online, password protected gallery for you to review the images and make your
selections. Images are available as individual, ready-to-frame prints, on galleryquality canvases, compiled in custom designed photobooks, or as digital
negatives.
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If you have any questions not addressed here, do not hesitate to ask.
Thank you for considering Funny Face Photography!
Sandra Austin, photographer
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